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This antelope lives in the hot savanna. Antelope are very fast—
they sprint through the grasslands, leaping and jumping as they 
go! Use your stickers to finish the picture.



Find

Color

the antelope’s shadow.

the antelope’s horns in 
the picture below.



An elephant is a huge animal! It has large wide ears 
and a big, strong trunk. Elephants use their trunks to 
breathe, eat, spray water . . . and trumpet loudly! 



Find

 2 blue birds,

 and a crafty lizard. 

 an elephant ’s favorite 
treats,

Count

the palm trees.





Giraffes have very long necks and strong legs— 
they are the tallest living animal! A giraffe’s coat 
has different shapes and patterns. Use your 
stickers to fill in the missing pieces.

Answer the 
question

Which giraffe has the 
longest neck?

Find

2 matching giraffes.

Count

the pink flowers
in the picture.



The lion is the real king of beasts! He has a thick mane, 
powerful legs, and a fluffy puff on his tail! Lions live in 
the savanna with their entire family, called a pride. 



Imagine

What does a bird tell 
lion cubs? Is it a funny 
story? How do lion cubs 
answer the bird?

Count

the lion cubs.

Show

the hiding crocodile. 

Create

names for the lion, 
lioness, and lion cubs.



A koala loves to sleep. When a baby koala sleeps, 
its mama carries it in her pouch. Do you know a 
koala’s favorite food? It’s eucalyptus leaves!



Do you 
know

Use your stickers to fill 
in the missing pieces. 

the name of koala ’s 
favorite treat? 

Find

the hiding snake.

Count

the flowers in the picture. 
What colors are they?



Flamingos like to cool off in shallow 
water. They stand on tall legs and 
catch shellfish in their long beaks.



Answer the 
question

What color are these 
flamingos?

Find

2 matching flamingos.

Count

the water lilies.

Count

the birds in the picture.



Parrots are famous 
for their bright and 
beautiful colors. Their 
strong curved beaks 
help them crack open 
nuts and seeds. 



Find

 all the yellow fruit,

 the crafty chameleon,

 and 4 blue butterfl ies.

Use your stickers to fi nish the picture. 





Answer the 
question

Which tiger has the 
most stripes?

Guess

the tiger’s paw prints. 

Find

the crafty chameleon.

Count

the pink flowers.

Tigers are big, strong cats! 
They have large paws, a long 
tail, and sensitive ears. 
A tiger’s stripes keep it 
hidden in the jungle. 





With its big horns, powerful legs, and tough body, 
a rhinoceros looks very fearsome. But, a rhinoceros 
only eats plants and sweet fruit!

Answer the 
question

Which horn belongs to 
the rhinoceros?

Find

the rhino’s shadow. Use your stickers to finish the picture. 



A kangaroo uses its powerful tail and legs to 
jump, jump, jump! A mama kangaroo has a special 
pouch on her belly for baby kangaroo, so they 
always travel together.



Find

the baby kangaroos.

Find

the blue birds. 

Count

all the birds. 

Find

the chameleon.



A zebra is covered in black and white 
stripes. It has stripes on its mane, 
stripes on its legs, and even stripes 
on its ears! Use your stickers to 
finish the picture.



Count

the zebras.

Connect 
the dots

to discover a zebra’s 
favorite snack. 

Find

the zebra tail. 



Rabbits are gentle and quiet animals. As soon 
as a rabbit senses danger, it quickly runs 
away to hide in a hole or under a bush.



Find

2 matching rabbits.

names for the gray 
rabbits. 

Count

the yellow flowers.

Create





This big bear loves to eat! 
He likes everything from sticky 
honey to sweet raspberries. 
He uses his paws to grab them 
and gobble them up. Use your 
stickers to finish the picture.

Find

 the yellow bird,

 the biggest raspberry,

 the spotted ladybugs.

Count

the hardworking bees.



Squirrels have bushy tails and fluffy tufts 
of fur on their ears. This squirrel has the 
perfect hiding spots for its tasty acorns—
in the hollow of the tree!



How many pine cones are 
hanging on a string?

all the squirrels.

Color

the mushrooms.

Draw

fluffy tufts of fur on the 
squirrels’ ears.

Show

the littlest squirrel.

Count



The noisy woodpecker wears a “hat” of bright 
red feathers on its head. The woodpecker finds 
bugs hiding in the tree’s bark. Tap tap tap!



Use your stickers to fill 
in the missing pieces. 

Answer the 
question

Where is this bug hiding?

Find

the blue butterflies.

Circle

the woodpecker’s snack.



Use your stickers to give this hedgehog his 
favorite snack: an apple and a mushroom.
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